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Fare Enforcement Review Update 
• Brief review of data and research 
• Data on enforcement actions 
• Options for changing the model  
• Next steps  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
DOUG SLIDEIn July we (Doug and John) came to the Board to talk about the work underway to review fare enforcement.  Today we are here to update you on that work.  Steve Callas will be providing you with an update on our what we have learned through our data analysis and John Gardner will update you on the customer and community outreach the team undertook.  We will also have Brian Reneur from PSU to provide you a presentation on analysis work he has performed using our fare data.  Then we have Erik Van Hagen with us to talk about options for changing how citations and exclusions are processed and lastly I will be describing a few other actions we will be taking moving forward. 



Fare Enforcement Review Update 
• Community & partner outreach  
• Data analysis 
• Enforcement penalties/legal review 
• Training & procedures 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
 DOUG    	 As part of the team’s work:Training and procedures were reviewed to ensure they were aligned with the Guiding Principles we evaluated enforcement data, ridership data  and fare evasion survey data we looked at TriMet enforcement penalties including looking at how a number of other agencies apply penalties and we considered alternative approaches; which you will hear more about later in our presentation. We conducted listening sessions, spoke with TEAC and conducted a Riders Club Survey  ( a summary is in your Packets) DO WE WANT TO INCLUDE A HANDOUT OR NOT? 



Customer & Community Feedback 

• Listening sessions  
• Riders Club survey 
• Transit Equity Advisory 

Committee (TEAC) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
JOHN’S SLIDEIn order to gather customer and community feedback we partnered with TEAC to develop questions that could be used for listening sessions & we conducted a Survey of our Rider’s Club.  There is a handout related to community outreach in your packets. Listening sessions: Opal, Oregon Food Bank, IRCO, Centro Culture of Washington County, Homeplate Youth Services all served as hosts for these listening sessions. Some of the attendees had direct experience with enforcement personnel but the vast majority relied on their knowledge of other people’s experience.  117 people attended and provided feedback.  While some attendees felt that the primary purpose of fare enforcement was to intimidate riders, particularly low-income, homeless and riders of color, most participants felt fare inspection was necessary for fairness and to ensure TriMet receives revenue to operate the system. The overall sentiment provided by the 117 participants is that current penalty is too harsh.  Some advocates expressed a desire for no penalties or a fareless system but most suggested fines be loweredThe most common reasons given for not paying fare were inability to pay, TVM out of order, problems with the mobile ticket app, or only traveling a short distanceRiders Club Panel Survey To gather more feedback we sent out an electronic survey to our Riders Club panel which includes @ 20k participants.  Over 4200 responses received. Over one third indicated they had ridden without fare more than once. 45%  of those who had previously been checked rode without valid fare againOnly 30% of those who have ridden without fare have had their fares inspectedTop three  open ended comment themes:Fare Checks are rare/ TriMet needs to conduct more fare inspectionToo many riders skip fare payment or use invalid fare We received a number of comments providing commendations for staff who do this work and for support for current practicesTEAC – Transit Equity Advisory Committee -  Staff met with TEAC to discuss fare enforcement and to gather their input.  TEAC provided recommendations for consideration There is a handout related to community outreach and TEAC recommendations, and corresponding TriMet actions, in your packets. 



Data Analysis & Research 

• Fare evasion survey 
• Ridership survey 
• Independent data review  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
STEVE’S SLIDEAlong with hearing from the community and our riders  we also conducted a ridership survey, to help us understand who is using the system, a fare survey to help us understand our evasion rate, and we requested an independent review of our enforcement data – which you will hear more about shortly.    We have included the MAX Ridership demographics in your packets.Reference for presenter only – not part of presentation- just here if asked about it: MAX RidershipAsian/ Pacific Islander		7.3%African American/Black		5.7%Caucasian/ White		65.2%Hispanic/ Latino		10.6%Native American Indian		1.7%Multi-racial/ Bi-racial		7.9%Other			1.6%



Fare Evasion Survey (MAX)  
Spring 2016  
• 14.5% fare evasion 
Spring 2015 
•  9% fare evasion 
Spring 2014 
• 10% fare evasion  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
STEVE’S SLIDEThis slide provides the results of our fare evasion survey for the last three years.  The fare evasion survey is performed throughout the MAX system, with sampling on all days of the week, spread out throughout the service day.  The survey is intended to help TriMet understand our evasion rate and details surrounding when, where and an estimate of the fare evasion rates. It also helps us understand the racial/ethnic make-up of those who are not fare complaint at the time of the study.    Our most recent study found that our evasion rate has gone up by approximately 5% which is very concerning. Fare evasion results in loss of revenue.In FY15 24% of our operating revenue came from passenger revenue For every 1% of fare evasion on MAX TriMet loses about $535,000 of operating revenue per year 



Application of Enforcement Actions 
• Independent study conducted by PSU 

Criminal Justice Policy Research 
Institute   
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
DOUG’S SLIDEUnderstanding our ridership make-up, how enforcement tools are used, and our current evasion rates provided some perspective for the team but in order to learn more we sought an independent review of our data and enforcement actions.  Here to describe that work is Brian Renauer Director of PSU  Criminal Justice Policy Research Institute. 



Trend Analysis: 

Analysis of Racial/Ethnic Disparity  
in TriMet Fare Enforcement 

Outcomes on the MAX 2014-2016  
 
 

December 14, 2016 
TriMet 

 
  
  
  
Brian C. Renauer, Ph.D. 
Criminal Justice Policy Research Institute 
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Research Questions & Terms 

Key Questions:  
 
1.Do racial/ethnic disparities in TriMet fare enforcement 
outcomes exist?   

 
2.If so, what factors may be contributing to the disparity, 
including racial/ethnic bias?  
 

Key Terms: 
 
Disparity = differences in enforcement outcomes between 
racial/ethnic groups of riders based on an expectation of 
each group’s likelihood of receiving a warning, citation, or 
exclusion. 
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Guiding Principles to Research 

1.  Looking for patterns in fare enforcement data that 
indicate large thresholds of disparity between 
racial/ethnic groups that may be indicative of 
systemic bias, but cannot be considered 
comprehensive evidence or proof.   
 

2. Need for multiple benchmarking approaches. 
 

3. Even in absence of finding patterns indicative of 
systemic bias, bias it does not mean a transit agency 
should be any less vigilant in ensuring its 
enforcement practices are fair and un-biased 
through continued training, data monitoring, and 
policy reflection.   
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Data 

Data:  
 
54,594 fare enforcement incidents on the MAX from 
March 29, 2014 to March 29, 2016.  
 * 98% of all fare enforcement incidents occur on MAX  
Baseline Surveys:  
• 2016 Ridership Survey 
 
• 2014-2016 Fare Evasion Survey 
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Baseline Test # 1:  Comparing Evasion Outcomes to Expected Likelihood of Getting 
Caught 

Best measure, 
captures “true 
incident rate” 

Estimate of % 
involved in 

fare evasion 
by 

race/ethnicity  

Expected 
Likelihood 

Estimate of % 
MAX riders by 
race/ethnicity  

Disparity = the 
difference between 

these estimates 
and fare 

enforcement 
outcomes 

Ridership 
Survey 2016 

Fare Evasion 
Survey 2016 

Differences of > 5% = 
follow-up 
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Baseline Test # 1:  Expected Likelihood of Being Caught 
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Baseline Test # 1:  Results 

Conclusion 1 = Differences between the fare evasion survey results 
and enforcement outcomes are small and indicate little disparity.  
Thus, it does not appear TriMet fare enforcement on the MAX is 
systemically biased towards certain races and ethnicities, however 
the elevated percentage of African American riders being excluded 
should be examined more closely.  14 



Baseline Test # 1:  Repeat Offending 

Conclusion 2 =  
• 25.6% of incidents involved 

the same person at least 
once.   

• African Americans involved 
in 25.5% of incidents with 
repeat violators, much 
higher than the 14.8% 
estimate of fare evasion.  

• Strengthens validity of the 
fare evasion survey estimate.  

• Unique challenge - future 
research should explore 
economic, health, and other 
hardship factors that may 
trigger repeat violations.  
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Baseline Test # 1:  Exclusions 

• Results reinforce the impact of repeat violations as a contributing factor to 
exclusions, particularly for African American riders.   

• Large proportion of exclusion decisions involve local law enforcement 
agencies (43%), thus exclusion causes and any policy solutions more 
complex.   
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Baseline Test # 1:  Geographic Variation 

• There is no particular MAX stop location that appears to be a potential 
driver of any racial/ethnic distributions.  
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Baseline Test # 2:  Does Race/Ethnicity of Rider Influence More Serious Outcome 

Likelihood 
Of Citation 
vs. Warning 

Does 
Race/Ethnicity 

of rider 
influence 

Disparity = if race is 
statistically 

significant and 
relationship is 

strong 

Controllin
g for other 

factors 

Likelihood 
of Exclusion 
vs. Citation 

Does 
Race/Ethnicity 

of rider 
influence 

Controllin
g for other 

factors 
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Baseline Test # 2:  Findings 

Conclusion 3 = Although there were two positive significant relationships in the 
adult analysis, the size of the relationship and difference between significance 
and insignificance was relatively small enough that the results are unlikely 
based on a systemic bias in TriMet fare enforcement, future studies should 
continue to assess these relationships. 

No sig. findings in juvenile analysis.  
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Key Takeaways 

 High proportion of repeat violations is an important 
phenomenon to develop a better understanding of.  
Repeat violations influence exclusions and are 
therefore a centralizing issue impacting other 
outcomes and racial/ethnic distributions. 

 
 In general, disparity thresholds were not large 

enough to be indicative of systemic bias.  Rate of 
adult African American exclusions is noteworthy and 
deserving of further understanding, particularly its 
relation to repeat violations. 

 
 Recommend continued monitoring, data 

improvements, and seeking additional benchmarks.  
This is a developing field of inquiry. 
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THANK YOU 

 

QUESTIONS 
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A Balanced Approach to Fare 
Enforcement 
Objectives:  
• Decriminalize fare violations 
• Decrease fare evasion 
• Support consistent application of TriMet 

Code 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
DOUGS SLIDEThank Brian and wrap up the PSU report.Up to this point the team has been looking at the various elements mentioned today and many others. As the team approached our recommendations we wanted to take stock of the primary things that we had heard and what we had observed.  We wanted to  examine a couple of areas with a holistic view to make certain that the level of action taken in response to a fare violation would motivate the person to pay their fare in the future but was not overly punitive.  One of these areas is to the extent possible we wanted to avoid enforcement actions that set people on a path that gets them deeper into the legal system – we wanted to provide the opportunity for people to correct behavior and have an “off ramp” before citations were entered into the court system. We will explore the other areas in a moment but at this time  I would like to introduce Erik Van Hagen from our legal department to tell you more about this idea on decriminalizing fare violations. **** only needed if asked. The PSU study was looking at enforcement.  Inability to pay is a separate issue and as the Board knows we are currently exploring a low income fare option which we is intended to help address ability to pay. 



Decriminalize Fare Violations: 
Administrative Option 
• Seek legislative authority for TriMet to 

offer an administrative resolution for first 
time offenders 

•  Establish a period of time for riders to 
pay the fine at a reduced amount in 
order to avoid collateral consequences 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
ERIKS SLIDECitations for fare violations are currently $175Those in violation can either pay the full amount in advance or they may appear and pay either the full or reduced amount.Citation is entered into the courts recordsThe team has discussed the benefit of piloting an administrative optionReduced fine collected by TriMet if citation paid promptly. Citation would not reach court system if paid in full.-Citation stayed for up to 90 days to allow for administrative resolution.  ( length of stay yet to be determined)-Projected Revenue for $90 payment within 30/60 days:  2%-20% capture:  $37,800-$378,000  ( prepayment fee yet to be determined but $90 is what the team has discussed)Depending on adoption rate, estimated .5-1 FTE required.  Capital costs for payment options, including technology expenditures.- Could reduce the number of people receiving IPT charges for riding while excluded. The team has also been in conversations with partner jurisdictions regarding IPT and moving to using that charge for behavior related issues rather than non-payment of fares. Next Steps:Legislative change to allow administrative option and community service.Code change and Board approval for administrative option.Revise administrative rules.Operational plan (payment mechanisms, internal processes and policies, training, public outreach and education)



Decriminalize Fare Violations: 
Community Service Option 
• Evaluate the option of community 

service in lieu of payment  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
ERIKS SLIDEThe team has also discussed options for offering a community service option for first time offenders.   This option has merit but requires further review to fully understand whether or not this is a viable option 



Exclusion Hearings & Simplified 
Requests for Modifications 
• TriMet exclusion hearings will be 

conducted in-house 
• Exclusion administrator and the 

hearings officer will both have authority 
to modify exclusions 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
ERIKS SLIDEIn some instances a person in violation is given an exclusion.  Those wishing to appeal the exclusion may request a hearing.  Previously TriMet exclusion hearings were conducted by a hearings officer with Mult. County.   TriMet will  now holding hearings in-house at the Mobility Center.   The hearings officer and TriMet’s Exclusions Administrator will be given authority to grant exclusion modifications ( rather than having the customer write letters to the GM- although they may still choose to do that as well).  This will expedite the process for those who might otherwise risk riding while excluded.  



Decrease Fare Evasion  
• Increase the number of personnel 

performing enforcement 
• Increase time spent doing enforcement 
• Increased customer awareness 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
DOUG’S SLIDEThe increase in evasion rates combined with the information received from our customer outreach-which indicates customers believe TM should do more inspections leads us to believe that TM should increase the number of fares being inspected. Some increase in the number of inspections can be achieved through deployment of existing resources.  Additional resources will be needed to make any significant gains. Along with increasing inspections we feel that it is important for customer to understand the importance or paying their, the consequences for failing to pay their fares and options available to them if they are found in violation of the fare ( exclusion modification for example) 



Consistent Application of TriMet 
Code 

• Additional training for TriMet personnel 
• Alternate deployments developed  
• Consistent application of TriMet Code  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
DOUG’S SLIDETriMet employees who enforce fare will receive additional training in de- escalation techniques, cultural competency and mental health issues. In addition, we will ensure that Transit Police and TriMet employees who perform fare enforcement receive consistent training on performing fare enforcement.  Alternate deployment styles will be used to ensure that trains are not always checked using the same methods (back to front) SOPs have been reviewed to ensure they align with the guiding principles. Training and any new SOP for enforcing fares will be reviewed to ensure they are aligned with the guiding principles.    Ongoing data monitoring  to will be conducted to ensure fair application of enforcement tools  we will increase access to customer infraction history  through implementation of mobile tool  which is expected within the next 12 months.   This new tool will allow enforcement personnel to have customer history at their fingertips- increase customer information regarding need to pay, consequences for not paying and how to request an exclusion modification.  This will be done through customer information campaigns and through information provided to customers who receive an exclusion. Continue to work with jurisdictional partners on consistent application of TriMet code. We have had meetings with the police and DA’s in all three counties to share the guiding principles and to discuss the importance of consistency.  ( Doug - there is no disagreement between partners and TriMet on this)  if it comes up we can mentions that we will be evaluating e-fare opportunities and impacts. But for this presentation perhaps we leave it out. 



Next Steps 
• Seek legislative change for pilot of 

administrative option (Q1 – 2017) 
• Develop administrative option 

implementation plan (Q1 – 2018) 
• Investigate community service option 
• Implement customer awareness 

campaign 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
DOUG SLIDE – SUMMARY SLIDEAs you can see there are a number of things we are doing in this area.  Just to recap some of our next steps are: to seek the necessary Legislative changes needed in order to pilot the Administrative Option.  Additionally, we will need to put an implementation plan in place including the details of not only how will this be administered, but by who, and we need to make changes to our computer programs to allow us to administer the program.  The team will do further research on the viability of a community service optionAnd we will be increasing customer information on the need to pay, consequences for not paying and information regarding some of the changes we have mentioned here ( administrative option & modification to exclusion) 



Next Steps 
• Implement training 
• Increase the frequency of inspections 
• Review staffing levels 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
DOUG’S SLIDE  we  will be refining the curriculum and  begin to prepare for delivery of the training   ( in some instances, like a mental health module, we will need to hire a vendor)   We will be changing some of our deployment strategies to  increase frequency of inspections – part of this will occur through the normal assignment process but we also will be requesting additional personnel through the budget process.  *** if it comes up within the next 12 months we plan to add a handheld device that will speed up, and increase, the records checks that are performed during an inspection – this will result in more consistent checks of customer history to determine whether or not they have a history of violating fares



Questions? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 DOUG’S SLIDEWe have a great deal of work before us and we look forward to updating you on our progress on this important issue. With that I will take any questions you may have.
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